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Making the men
behind the machines:
We reveal the physical
preparation it takes to
race in Formula One
The temperature inside the driver cockpit of
an F1 car can reach between 50 to 60 degrees.
How do drivers keep their cool under the
heat?
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They drive some of the most hi-tech

machinery on the planet. But Formula One

drivers themselves have to be perfectly

tuned to withstand insane G-forces and

searing cockpit temperatures while

maintaining the concentration required to

make split-second, life and death decisions.

As this season’s cars are put through their

paces in pre-season testing in Bahrain,

nine-time Grand Prix winner Mark Webber

and Daniel Ricciardo’s performance coach

Michael Italiano reveal the physical

conditioning it takes to race at the pinnacle

of motorsport.
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NECK AND CORE STRENGTH

One of the most physically punishing

aspects of driving a Formula One car is the

huge G-forces generated by the cars.

G-force – or gravitational force – is a

measurement of the type of force on a body

as a result of acceleration or gravity. F1

cars can generate 5g while braking, 2g

while accelerating and up to 6g while

cornering.

The neck cops the brunt of the load.

“The high-speed corners really take their

toll,” Webber said.

“You have got to be very specifically

trained to handle an F1 car from a fitness

perspective.

“Your neck is crucial, not only with

standard G-forces, but obviously sometimes

we have to have fitness over and above

when we have large impacts or big crashes,

so the neck is a big component of that in

terms of the G-forces we might be

subjected to there.

“It is very hard to functionally train the

neck. You need to be in the right position,

so you have got to sit in the same

ergonomic position that you do in the car.

“You can’t just strap the yellow pages to

your head and start doing out of range

movements, we need to be very specific on

how we load the neck because the muscles

are very, very sensitive.”

Italiano spends more time training the neck

with the Australian F1 star than any other

part of the body – “every second day for

the entire year and that’s not exaggerating”

– using a specific neck harness and

resistance bands for high and low-intensity

work respectively.

“It’s not always a hard session,” Italiano

said, “sometimes it’s just turning the neck

on and reminding it that it’s probably going

to go to work in a couple of days’ time …

some long, low intensity holds with

resistance bands.

“And then when we do our high intensity

workouts, we have a neck harness that we

use that can produce quite a lot of force.”

Vibrations produced by the car also put

major stress on the drivers’ bodies.

“The driver is fighting the car quite a lot …

it creates a vast amount of muscular

tension and that tension is generally in the

core region, so your abdominals, your

lower back and your glutes,” Italiano said.

“So what we try to do with Daniel is keep

his posterior chain very strong.”
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PEDAL POWER

The force of high-speed braking puts a

heavy load on the drivers’ calves and leg

muscles, another area Italiano focuses on

when training Ricciardo.

“When you drive to work and you brake at

the traffic lights it’s a nice little gentle

touch,” Italiano said.

“But these guys have really got to plant

their foot when it’s high-speed braking. So

their calves have to be very, very strong.

“Under braking loading, the major force

goes through their calves, hamstrings and

glutes. There is a lot of braking over a two-

hour race.

“So they are the primary muscles that we

tend to focus on and make sure that Daniel

is very strong in those areas.”

BREATHING PATTERNS

Strain on the neck is not the only impact of

G-forces – it can literally take the breath

away.

“We have elements of our sport where our

breathing is heavily disturbed because of

the G-forces when we can’t breathe

through the long high-speed corners,”

Webber said.

“We have to hold our breaths, not too

dissimilar to AFL or rugby league tackles

where you or sort are valsalva-ing.”

That’s where the drivers’ fitness comes into

play.

“The better shape you are in, the more

robust (you are) in terms of dealing with

abnormal breathing patterns,” Webber

said.

“If there are four or five really high speed

corners on the track and you are in those

corners for five or six seconds then that

will elevate your heart rate very quickly.

“So you have got to be able to recover very

fast off those hard bouts of being high G-

loading, high heart-rate, but no breathing

going on.”

Daniel Ricciardo undertakes breathing training as part of
his preparation. Picture: Getty Images

CARDIOVASCULAR FITNESS

The temperature inside the driver cockpit

can reach between 50 to 60 degrees

Celsius, with Webber describing the

conditions at races like Singapore as

“disgusting”.

A high level of cardiovascular fitness is

crucial to cope with that.

“The fitter the driver is, the less

cardiovascular and metabolic strain to

physical stresses the body will have,” said

Italiano.

“That’s the main reason why these guys

need to be super fit. Their cardiovascular

fitness has to be extremely advanced.

“We expose Daniel to high environmental

temperatures to help him endure and

perform more effectively in particularly hot

environments.

“When we head to Singapore, Abu Dhabi,

and Budapest in August is a hot one as

well, usually you want about 14 days of

acclimatisation training to get them

prepared.”

Webber said it was common to lose a

couple of kilograms during a race.

Drivers can experiences temperatures of between 50 and
60 degrees Celsius in the cockpit of a Formula One car.

CORE TEMPERATURE

In the high cockpit temperatures,

maintaining an optimum core body

temperature is paramount for performance

and decision-making.

Increased core temperature leads to

increased fatigue and lower performance.

“We measure our core body temperature

pre and post-competing, making sure that

we are as cool as possible before we

compete because the thermoregulation of

the body is very, very important in terms of

performance,” said Webber.

“The lower your temperature is, the better

you perform. Your cognitive function is

better.”

Drivers try to lower their core temperature

– usually with the aid of cool vests – before

a typically warm race.

“Normally, our blood temperature is at 37-

and-a-half when we are racing, so if you

can chip half a degree, or .8 of a degree,

off so that your blood is a little bit cooler

before you start competing, it’s always

nice,” Webber said.

IMMUNE SYSTEM

The constant travel of the international

Formula One circus can also take its toll on

drivers.

Webber estimates he was catching between

65 and 80 flights a year when he was

racing, putting extra stress on the immune

system.

“Staying on top of your immune system

when you are travelling through lots of

different time zones (is important),”

Webber said.

“Domestic sports are pretty straight

forward when it comes to scheduling and

when you look at us, our peak was 200

nights in hotels a year.

“It takes massive management on how you

get around.

“Sleep obviously is number one. You have

got to have good rest. The body needs

sleep. That is crucial to get that right.”

A younger Mark Webber working out before a race.

Webber still remembers the tough training.

WEIGHT

An F1 driver keeping to his optimum racing

weight is vital – not only for his own

performance, but for that of the car.

“The weight is very important to ensure

they stick to the requirements the

engineers give them,” Italiano said.

“Daniel has to stay lean … it’s very strict.

There were particular times last year where

if Daniel was one kilogram overweight,

that could equate to one-tenth (of a

second) per lap, which may not sound like

a lot in normal terms, but a tenth in racing

can be the difference between qualifying

P6 to P12 sometimes.”

Italiano said Ricciardo’s optimum racing

weight is around 74kg, which includes all

of his race gear and helmet.

“You don’t want to play around with the

drivers’ weight too much because if you are

trying to make him lose too much weight

that’s also going to hinder his performance.

Teams understand that so you want to

keep the driver at his optimum weight,”

Italiano said.

Standing at 183cm, Webber was a lot taller

than most Formula One drivers, meaning

there was always extra stress on his

weight.

“I was the wrong size for F1. I was too tall

and with that came being a little bit heavy

… so I had to be very, very lean,” Webber

said.

“All of them are (a lot shorter). It was

always a disadvantage. My fat would be

measured every six weeks with calipers.

They’d measure my fat on my body and

work out if I was cheating. So I couldn’t

bulls*** the system.”

Mark Webber interviews Daniel Ricciardo a!er a podium
finish. Picture: Getty Images

REFLEXES AND CONCENTRATION

When making split-second decisions at

speeds of more than 300km/h, drivers

need to be sharp.

“There is a lot of co-ordination stuff, a lot

of peripheral training that we do, mindful

awareness stuff to warm him up and a lot

of spinal movements just to turn on his

central nervous system before a race,”

Italiano said of preparing Ricciardo.

Drivers have to be ready to put the car “on

the limit” straight away.

“We have got to be extremely well in sync

with our peripheral vision and our

decision-making process,” Webber said.

Webber favoured activities with balls to

sharpen his reflexes and co-ordination

before a race and also skipping.

“Skipping is a brilliant

sport, that’s why boxers

do it because again it

requires co-ordination,

it gets you warmed up

“You can do different

types of skipping

patterns if you are very

good with the rope … I

always found that very

beneficial to me.”
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